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• By 2030, a total of wind power installed capacity between 40 GW and 80 GW will have reached its useful lifetime in Europe [1]. The 
decommissioning of these assets may compromise the EU effort to reach 451 GW of wind power capacity by 2030. 

• Repowering offers a convenient way to maintain, or even increase, this installed capacity. It basically consists of replacing older power stations with 
newer ones that either have a greater nameplate capacity or more efficiency which results into a net increase of power generated.  WindEurope
envisions that about 50% of turbines reaching end of life are to be repowered, i.e. 8 GW per year of capacity by 2030 [2]).  

• Repowering has several benefits. It significantly improves the capacity factor. When the rated power remains constant, a repowered wind farm is 
expected to generate less noise, to have lower visual impact and to have lower impact for birds and bats [3]. The CO2 cost of repowering is offset by 
the benefits [1].  Repowering projects come with lower capital investments compared to greenfield projects since a part of the infrastructure can be 
reused. However, the net present value can still be negative. The evaluation of the project profitability requires an energy yield assessment. 

• MINES Paris (PSL), DTU and Engie Green recently started a Ph.D. to define the best methods for energy yield assessment for repowering. This poster 
presents preliminary results from the Ph.D.

Abstract

Method: the repowering coefficient method

• Repowering coefficient method is promising to achieve low
uncertainty AEP estimation compared to typical “greenfield” energy
yield assessment methods.

• The uncertainty model will be further developed to include the
various prevailing uncertainty contributors and their correlations. It
will be validated against data from repowered wind farm.

• With a validated uncertainty simulation model, one can determine if
the repowering coefficient method should be preferred over other
methods.
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Results : Monte Carlo method is used to propagate the variance
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The estimation of the annual energy production (AEP) for a greenfield project is a two-step process that relies on onsite wind measurements and long-
term weather data [4]. For rather simple terrains, the uncertainty ranges between 6.2% and 11% [5], [6], [7] and arises mainly from the estimation of
losses (including sub-optimal performances) and the long-term correlation of wind speed [5]. The aim of this work is to show how these uncertainties
can be reduced when AEP is estimated in a repowering project using the existing wind farm data (at least 20 years). This data can be used either to
calibrate the wind resource [8] or as a baseline for a repowering coefficient method [9]. In this work we focus on the repowering coefficient method.

The repowering coefficient method consists of multiplying the AEP
estimated from observed production by a ratio that reflects the
modification of power production between the actual (or old) wind farm
and the foreseen new wind farm. The AEP from observed production is
obtained from cleaned production data that is long term extrapolated (so
called “operational Energy Yield Assessment (EYA)”). The uncertainties of
such methods range between 4% and 8% [10], [11]. As repowering
coefficient uses similar input (such as wind speed), some “errors”
contributors of the two terms of the ratio may cancel out. This translates
into a low variance of the ratio estimation (low uncertainty).
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Simplified flow chart of the repowering coefficient method

The uncertainty of the repowering coefficient method is simulated and
represented here. It uses normal distributed random variables that
represent the “greenfield” EYA of a typical repowering project. If the
operational AEP assessment is very precise (i.e. uncertainty of 4%), then
one should prefer the repowering coefficient method over the
“greenfield” method if the latter comes with an uncertainty higher than
5% (very likely) and if the correlation between the two terms of the ratio
is moderate (green line). This value goes up to 8% in the case the
operational AEP assessment is less precise (uncertainty of 6%). The uncertainty of the P50 estimation with the repowering coefficient method for a strong correlation between the two terms or the 

ratio (blue line), a moderate correlation (green line) and a weak correlation (red line) is compared to the uncertainty of the 
“greenfield” process (dash line). It is the “greenfield” method estimated AEP that are used for the ratio thus the uncertainty of 
repowering coefficient method depends on this value (x-axis). 
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